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Foreword
This booklet outlines the performance of  candidates in all aspects of  CCEA’s General Certificate 
of  Education (GCE) in Software Systems Deveopment for this series.

CCEA hopes that the Chief  Examiner’s and/or Principal Moderator’s report(s) will be viewed as 
a helpful and constructive medium to further support teachers and the learning process.

This booklet forms part of  the suite of  support materials for the specification.  Further materials 
are available from the specification’s microsite on our website at www.ccea.org.uk

http://www.ccea.org.uk
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GCE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Chief Examiner’s Report

Assessment Unit AS 1 Introduction to Object Oriented 
Development

Introduction

This is the third year of  the new GCE course Software Systems Development and it presents 
many opportunities and challenges to the new staff  and candidates taking part.  The centres are 
to be commended for the enthusiasm and considerable effort made by the teaching staff  in the 
preparation of  the candidates for the assessments.
However, while candidates were generally well prepared, a significant number of  candidates 
appeared to have difficulty with the more advanced concepts and to have been affected by 
poor examination techniques.  Some candidates did not read the questions carefully and failed 
to address the key features.  It is also important that candidates are familiar with the technical 
vocabulary associated with object-oriented programming and use this vocabulary where relevant.
A major aspect of  this specification is the application of  coding skills to scenarios and it is 
important that candidates have a rigorous approach to the design and implementation of 
software code.
The more able candidates achieved very high marks throughout with a pleasing range of 
solutions to the String handling problem in Question 2.  It was pleasing to see that the lower 
mark bands were much improved from the previous year.  Overall it was noted that poorly 
performing candidates showed a limited application of  the String methods for Question 2.  A 
number of  candidates demonstrated little understanding of  the basic key structure of  a class 
and showed minimal understanding of  the requirements for derived classes in inheritance with 
Questions 3, and 5.
It is recommended that candidates cover string handling as it is necessary for the validation of 
data entry for the AS project and will be a key aspect of  the implementation of  the A2 project.  
Candidates should be encouraged to complete as many practical exercises as possible throughout 
the year and to extend their research.
The use of  the Comparable Interface is recommended for the many candidates who require 
sorting in their AS project.  This reinforces the class structure and the use of  Interfaces with the 
ease of  the Sort routine within the Array class.
The majority of  candidates answered all questions did not appear to have any time management 
issues.

Question 1 - General Theory

Question 1 had a range of  results from full marks to zero.

Question 2 - Basic decision structure and problem solving using String 
methods

Question 2(a) was a basic problem involving the ‘if  structure’.  Many candidates performed well 
but a number did not read the question carefully and did not determine the discount rate.
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Question 2(b) was answered very well by a number of  candidates, with full marks achieved 
by a few.  A significant number of  candidates achieved low marks and some did not attempt 
a solution.  There were a variety of  solutions provided.  A number of  candidates did not use 
any String methods but solved it with a loop and the aspect of  the character array for a string 
to determine the changes required.  A number used the String methods ‘Split’ and ‘Replace’ 
with loops to detect the vowels.  A number used loops and the ‘Substring’ method to solve the 
problem.  A number used ‘Contains’ and ‘Replace’ to find the vowels initially, resulting in eight 
lines of  code.

Question 3 - Classes

Question 3(a) addressed the basic elements of  a class within object oriented programming and 
was generaly well covered by the candidates with many achieving very high to top marks.  It was 
disappointing that a number of  candidates did not appear to understand this key aspect.
Question 3(b) covered the instantiation and use of  an object and top marks were achieved by 
many candidates.  Again a number of  candidates did not understand the use of  the object’s 
methods.

Question 4 - Exception Handling

Question 4(a) covered checks for data entry and was answered very well by many candidates.  
Some candidates misinterpreted the question and also did not read Part (ii) carefully.  Checks 
were given for a number of  fields instead of  a number of  checks for one field.
Question 4(b) was a stretch and challenge and covered how data checks can be implemented 
in a class to prevent instantiation of  an invalid object.  Although answered well by a number 
of  candidates it was clear that many candidates were not familiar with the concept and did not 
reference the inbuilt Exceptions or the aspect of  customised Exceptions.

Question 5 - Inheritance and polymorphism

Question 5 covered Inheritance and polymorphism and many candidates achieved very high or 
full marks.  Part (a) and (b) were answered well.  For Part (c) most candidates understood that 
only the field maintainceCharge was defined in the class Flat but a number of  candidates did not 
understand the need to include all fields in the parameterised constructor and pass the relevant 
fields to the base.  Part (d) involved polymorphism and late binding to the method incomeYear().  
The solution initialised a total and used a loop to calculate the overall total and finally to output 
the result.  The basic process was poorly answered by many candidates.

Question 6 - Interfaces and use of the comparison interface

Question 6 was a stretch and challenge question and it was clear that many candidates did not 
recognise the I of  IComparable forC#, or the ‘implements’ for Java, as an Interface.  Part (b) 
involved designing a method where the header and return type were given.  This accounted 
for the majority of  marks.  Some candidates also recognised the need to cast the object as 
Accommodation and to compare the rent field.  A few were familiar with the CompareTo() 
method and knew that it existed for the basic data types such as String, Int and Double.  Many 
candidates do not understand that an Accommodation object calls the method and has access 
to its rent field.  Part (c) followed on from Parts (a) and (b) in that the Array class has a Sort 
method which can only be used where the CompareTo method has been implemented by a class.  
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Many candidates implemented a sort routine which was accepted although not the focus.  The 
output of  the sorted accommodation array was omitted by many of  the candidates resulting in 
poor marks.  The results for this question were poor although a number of  candidates achieved 
very high marks.

Principal Moderator’s Report

Assessment Unit AS 2 Event Driven Programming
The year saw another increase in centres and candidates submitting portfolios of  work for the 
Event Driven Programming Unit.  The course is demanding for both teachers and candidates 
and both the teachers and candidates are to be commended for their hard work and efforts.  
There was a noticeable increase in the way work was presented with many centres clearly 
following the guidelines outlined in last year’s report, also outlined in the pdf  document 
“Preparing Samples for Moderation” on the CCEA SSD microsite and highlighted at the 
Agreement Trial.
The use of  the Electronic Candidate Record Sheets (ECRS) was embraced well with many of  the 
teachers using the comments section to justify the marks awarded along with an indication of  the 
page numbers where evidence can be found.
All other material should be submitted in an electronic format either on disk or USB pen, this 
allows the moderation process to run smoothly.  For the majority of  submissions by the centres 
each candidate’s work was clearly labelled in folders with the candidate examination number as 
the name for the folder, this folder should contain the program solution, the programming code 
and the portfolio evidence for AO1, AO2 and AO3. 
It is the onus of  the centre to ensure all files contain all the evidence of  work for candidates 
requested, that all files are readable and all programs can run on the disk they are being 
submitted on.  Evidence for AO1, AO2 and AO3 should be on one file.  This can be either a 
word processing file or pdf, with preference for a word processing file with an automated index 
page.
It is imperative that the any usernames and passwords used to fully access program solutions, 
should be highlighted on the ECRS, or in a separate text file in the candidates folder.  Although 
in previous years username and passwords could have been included in the test plan data, but for 
some candidates this was unclear and lead to confusion when moderating the sample.
The majority of  solutions implemented through C# were for quizzes rather than games, but 
there were very good examples of  controlled games with a high level of  programming skills 
used, this approach should be encouraged.  There was a marked increase in the programming 
skills used for the range of  solutions attempted.  Candidates should be encouraged to look 
at the holistic approach to the solution, although they have attempted to include a range of 
programming requirements, the overall user experience would need to be taken into account, this 
includes the screen/form sizes, the playability, the help files and scoring.
There was an improvement in the implementation for the majority of  the centres which was 
reflected in the programming skills demonstrated.  The majority of  centres used a quiz as a 
solution with only a few centres encouraging the use of  a games based solution as an alternative.
Again there was an improvement in the number of  solutions through C# using randomisation 
with some solutions linking to an external bank of  questions thus giving the user a different 
experience every time.  But some centres still hardcoded the solution with the same questions, 
thus after using the quiz once the user will be exposed to the same questions, thus reducing the 
longevity of  the quiz.
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Section AO1 had detailed requirements specific to the solution, but for some centres these 
need to be carried through the development, testing and evaluated in relation to these specific 
requirements.  Centres are commended for the development of  hand drawn storyboards which 
were scanned into portfolios and there was an improvement in the number of  centres that 
linked proposed designs and general properties of  controls for the form.  But there was lots of 
repetition of  work where a template form giving general properties of  controls and guidance 
on position would be acceptable.  This could be improved further by linking specific events and 
triggers to elements on the forms.
The testing section also showed a marked improvement.  Specific values were documented 
for tests within a test plan, where appropriate, and for expected output.  But there needs to be 
some thought given to the amount of  repetitive testing and the accompanying screen shots 
documented as this resulted in huge amounts of  pages being submitted as part of  the testing 
section.  Screen dump evidence should not be included with the test plan table but independently 
in an appendix and referenced back.  User testing is highly recommended as an additional testing 
mechanism as this will help identify logic errors or bugs that may exist within the solution.
AO2 was very well implemented by most candidates.  A variety of  user interaction was explored 
for enhanced user participation.  There was a variety of  question styles implemented i.e. multiple 
choice, click and drag, drop down menu selection.  The functionality and playability should 
be considered when implementing the solution.  Binary files should be considered for the 
permanent storage of  records.  Program code should include relevant comments relating to each 
method, class etc. 
There was an improvement in relation to HCI aspect for the solutions but for some solutions the 
forms/screen size was small and impacted on the overall solution. 
AO3 included evaluation which, for the majority of  centres,  was generally well completed.  
There was an improvement in terms of  relating the evaluation to the specific user requirements 
thus demonstrating the robustness of  the solution and that the user requirements have been 
achieved for AO1.
Some centres used of  external/peer testing and related feedback were appropriate to highlight 
limitations and areas for improvement.  There was varied use of  paper based user surveys and 
online surveys, but if  used the evidence should be added as an appendix with an analysis of  the 
project from the users’ point of  view documented in the report.
Generally the marking was fair, consistent and within the agreed standard for the majority of 
centres.  If  centres did over mark it was more evident for AO2.  Full marks for AO2 should 
only be considered where the coding, structure and content are excellent.  The code should be 
efficiently written and the repetition of  code should be at a minimum.  Candidates should be 
encouraged to make good use of  try catch and the use of  specific or custom exceptions for 
example.  Test plans were better but some centres still did not included appropriate test data 
values and clarify expected outcomes.  The use of  randomisation linked to an external bank of 
questions giving the user a different experience should be encouraged.
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Chief Examiner’s Report

Assessment Unit A2 1 Systems Approaches and Database 
Concepts

Introduction

This is the second intake for the final year of  the new GCE course Software Systems 
Development course and it presents many opportunities and challenges to the staff  and 
candidates taking part.  The centres are to be commended for the significant effort made by the 
teaching staff  in the preparation of  the candidates for the assessments.
The questions on this paper were varied in nature and style and covered many important aspects 
of  the specification.  Most candidates were able to provide answers for all questions suggesting 
that the paper was quite accessible and that candidates were able to complete the paper within 
the given timeframe.  The spread of  results in all the questions posed indicated that the questions 
clearly distinguished between the ability of  candidates.  The written communication questions in 
particular allowed candidates to demonstrate their knowledge of  the subject area in a clear and 
concise manner.
There was a mix of  questions from the straightforward such as Question 3, PERT, to more 
challenging questions such as Question 8, Normalisation, and Question 9, SQL.  The final 
question required a discussion of  SCRUM and the responses of  the candidates demonstrated 
good understanding and coverage of  this area.

Question 1 - Project Initiation

The best candidates provided a clear range of  explicit reasons backed up with relevant examples.  
Weaker candidates discussed the initiation stage of  the software development lifecycle rather 
than the reasons for initiation; some discussed only problems limiting the range of  reasons 
provided.  Some candidates were not well prepared for this question and found it challenging.

Question 2 - DSDM - XP

Some candidates discussed time-boxing and pair programming as techniques which let the 
development ‘go faster’ however neither of  these techniques specifically accelerate the rate of 
development - rather time-boxing reduces scope to allow fixed deadlines to be met and paired 
programming allows higher quality software to be produced.  This is a subtle difference but 
some candidates clearly understood these concepts.

Question 3 - PERT

Most candidates achieved high marks.

Question 4 - Database Solutions

Most candidates achieved high marks.
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Question 5 - System development - Analysis phase

The knowledge of  UML demonstrated by many candidates was pleasing.  In this question the 
focus was the analysis and with the emphasis on the development of  a model with the client.  
Some students talked about the class diagrams as if  they were entity relationship diagrams with 
cardinality and tables rather than multiplicity and objects.  The best candidates discussed the role 
and provided selected examples with appropriate terminology.  A discussion of  all the diagrams 
was not required for full marks.

Question 6 - Theory and ER Modelling 

Candidates had good knowledge of  the normalisation process as evidenced by their high marks 
for Part (a).  Most candidates were able to identify the primary and foreign keys; the fields for the 
STOCKINJOB table proved the most difficult for many candidates, as expected.

Question 7 - Testing

(a) The differences between white and black box testing should indicate opposite statements 
about each testing technique.  For the advantages extra information was required to show how it 
would be a benefit.  (b) Candidates who recognised the date criteria were allocated marks for this 
question but many did not provide adequate information for the data suggested in the stem of 
the question.

Question 8 - Normalisation

Many candidates achieved top marks in this question.  Some students removed tables at the 
wrong stage.  In Part (a) many candidates forgot about the field Quantity; in Part (b) many 
candidates put Quantity in the Stock table.  Some candidates are still not identifying foreign keys.

Question 9 - SQL

(a) Many candidates could not create a composite primary key; there are several ways to declare 
foreign keys, some simpler than others, but candidates often forgot to write the keywords of 
FOREIGN KEY if  declaring the key after the column definitions.  (b) Many candidates lost 
marks by using locationID instead of  locationName for one of  the criteria; many did not put the 
time in 24 hour format.  Minor syntax errors were not penalised.  (c) Many candidates updated 
unitCost instead of  price.  (d) No student produced the perfect answer and only some attempted 
to form a query with COUNT and HAVING; some used SUM instead of  COUNT.  This is an 
area which would benefit from further study.

Question 10 - Methodologies - Scrum

There were a good range of  marks for this question with some candidates showing a well-
developed understanding of  elements in the process.  Candidates should to read the question 
carefully and include the justification for SCRUM to secure marks in the top mark band.
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Chief Examiner’s Report

Assessment Unit A2 2 Implementing Solutions
For this year it is acknowledged that there was a marked improvement for the centres delivering 
the A2 syllabus.  Although some centres encountered challenges in relation to software and 
hardware when trying to implement the database driven solution.  The implementation of  the 
syllabus was demanding for both staff  and students and the course has a steep learning curve for 
new students.  The staff  and students are to be commended for their hard work and efforts in 
submitting the work before the required deadline.
There was a noticeable increase in the way work was presented with many centres clearly 
following the guidelines outlined in last year’s report, also outlined in the pdf  document 
“Preparing Samples for Moderation” on the CCEA SSD microsite and highlighted at the 
Agreement Trial.
The use of  the Electronic Candidate Record Sheets (ECRS) was embraced well with many of  the 
teachers using the comments section to justify the marks awarded along with an indication of  the 
page numbers where evidence can be found.
Submissions, for the most part, were presented well and all issues similar to AS submissions 
on disk should be adhered to.  The majority of  centres included the required files for each 
candidate, the program solution, the database with data, which should include a backed up 
version, and the portfolio report in one document. 
But problems did arise around the resetting of  database connections within solutions.  Some 
centres had hardcoded the connection string to forms within the project code which meant that 
there was issues updating the link for moderation.  The connection string should be in a separate 
file or referenced in a single location so that the database can be referenced easily to enable 
moderation to take place.
The Studio 2 Case Study provided a sound business background from which candidates had to 
implement a database driven solution.  Candidates were required to focus on a specific area of 
the case study which allowed them to implement a multi table relational database.  There was 
enough scope within the case study to ensure that all centres could encourage candidates to 
choose different areas and hence produce different solutions relating to a specific aspect of  the 
case study.  In relation to project planning, although many centres encouraged the inclusion of 
a project plan in form of  Gantt chart, in some cases these were hard to read and there was very 
little overlap documented which does not reflect what would happen in a project.
Some candidates included full code listing as part of  the documentation, this is discouraged but 
relevant code snippets should be used to clarify where complex coding examples were used.
For AO1 the majority of  centres provided a good level of  evidence and marking was consistent.  
For most centres there was evidence of  a range of  methodologies considered (RAD, DSDM, 
Scrum, XP and Waterfall), and reference made to how each methodology might be implemented 
for the solution.
For the majority of  the candidates there was a good level of  understanding of  the business 
problem resulting in detailed user requirements, and this was carried forward into the design and 
implementation.
Although most centres encouraged the inclusion of  a database diagram with the primary and 
foreign keys clearly indicated, it must be noted that DFDs are not required for the coursework, 
and candidates could be encouraged to use UML to clearly show attributes and methods.
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Normalisation should be included as part of  design along with data structures and final ERD.  
Screen designs are necessary for input and output with functionality discussed.  As this unit 
builds on knowledge gained from AS Unit 2, there is little need for control property tables.
The use of  template form should be encouraged giving general properties of  the form including 
logo placement, colour, font and theme with guidance on position.  The events for each 
individual form should be documented within the design. 
For AO2 the solution should be a database created using SQL with the front end of  the program 
coded in C# and linked to the database.  For the 2017 series centres will be permitted to submit 
solutions with the database created within Visual Studio.  There was an improvement from the 
previous years on getting the candidates to develop the solution, rather than focussing on  robust 
security, and this was reflected in the solutions implemented. 
There were examples of  a good range of  programming techniques carried across from AS 
level, try/catch at log in, writing to multiple tables through joins, arrays etc. and centres should 
encourage this.
Candidates should be encouraged to implement the validation through exception handling within 
classes as this is essential to the creation of  a good working solution.  The exception handling 
would facilitate specific error messages and reuse of  code. 
The majority of  test plans produced indicated clearly the test data to be used for input and 
expected outcomes, and suitable screen shot evidence was documented and this should be 
recorded in an appendix.  Centres should encourage candidates to record where tests did not go 
to plan, the corrective action required and evidence of  re-testing as there were a majority of  test 
plans without any errors documented in the testing phase.
There was an improvement in the completion of  AO3, but for some candidates there was a 
lack of  detailed evidence which resulted in some centres being generous in their marking.  The 
markings scheme documents what is required for this objective and centres are encouraged to 
make sure that candidates meet all the requirements and that there is clear evidence that the 
descriptors are being met especially at the higher level.
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Contact details
The following information provides contact details for key staff  members:
• Specification Support Officer: Nuala Tierney 

(telephone: (028) 9026 1200, extension: 2292, email: ntierney@ccea.org.uk)
• Officer with Subject Responsibility: Michael McEnery 

(telephone: (028) 9026 1200, extension: 2906, email: mmcenery@ccea.org.uk)
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